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Zgoubi is present in many labs, worldwide. 
Codes spreading around is most natural as we know.

In the early days, 1972 at Saclay, that meant CERN, GANIL, CEA, 
JINR/Dubna and several other Nuclear Physics collaborations

Keeps spreading over the years:   

 The Zgoubi version discussed here, which we will 
use during the workshop, is that  made available on 
sourceforge in 2007, and maintained there:

https://sourceforge.net/p/zgoubi/code/HEAD/tree/trunk/

~5,000 downloads so far, from 68 countries

From USA, China ...

… to Peru, Bengladesh



 Zgoubi writing commenced in 1972:
by Jean-Claude Faivre & Denis Garreta                          DPHN-HE, CEA 
Saclay

It was written to design and operate
the SPES2 spectrometer at SATURNE experimental                      areas, 
solving

 The integrator is still there, unchanged, a Taylor series method, 
integration step size Delta_s, Zgoubi’s specificity :

 That’s what it is: 
● No matrix transport in Zgoubi !   
● Particles are pushed step-by-step through optical elements
● The reward is accuracy in field modeling and motion solving



All the optical elements developed then at 
Saclay and Labs around are still there, 
still operational,  half a century later

They reflect the history of the code and of the 
nuclear physics equipments, moving around:

PS170  - CERN PS expal areas
SPEG - GANIL, Caen, early 1980s
SPES2  - back and forth Saclay ↔ CERN
SPES3  - CEA Saclay
VENUS  - CERN PS expal areas
and others



Because a prime objective of Zgoubi in the 1970s was the parameterization of 
spectrometers using measured field maps, AIMANT was designed to first 
generate a field map, through which Zgoubi would then track particles 

This emphasizes that Zgoubi was designed to be skillful at handling field maps –  
a paramount component in trajectory accuracy.      

(ii) Zgoubi resilience:

These 3 SPES2 measured field maps still exist (concord.map, a1.map, a2.map), 
they run quite well with the very zgoubi.dat files from those early days:

https://sourceforge.net/p/zgoubi/code/HEAD/tree/branches/exemples/spectrometers/
spes2_spectrometer/

This is a general feature of the code: its developments are, and have always 
been, carried out to ensure compatibility with past input files.

(i) AIMANT was the first semi-analytical dipole model in Zgoubi – for SPES2.
A powerful magnet modeling tool, which yielded the fancy DIPOLE-M and 
DIPOLE[S], the FFAG series: radial, spiral, vertical  

Two important remarks here, regarding the “philosophy” of code 
developments in zgoubi:



Further spectrometer tooling developments included various Monte Carlo procedures:

MCOBJET:  generation of many sorts of initial object distributions (we’ll be using it a lot) 

OBJETA: Monte Carlo object from a decay reaction  M
1
 + M

2
 → M

3
 + M
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MCDESINT:  3-body in-flight decay. First developed for Saclay SPES3 spectrometer, early 
1980s, intensively used for the Neutrino Factory design in early 2000s

Time-energy muon bunch “banana”,
from π → μ + ν ,

at the Neutrino Factory front-end

… in SPES3 at Saclay, 1970s

In-flight decay of muons ...

Neutrino Factory
 muon bunch,
Early 2000s



Zgoubi’s reach has been extended out of the spectrometers world in the mid-1980s. 

 The spin ODE 

                                                                                                  
                
was introduced in mid-1980s. 

That was to study the use of a partial Siberian snake in 
SATURNE (following developments at the AGS)                  
             

This involved the critical step toward multi-turn tracking… 
successful thanks to the accuracy of the integrator,

 It also meant introducing in Zgoubi a complete basic 
panoply of circular accelerator equipment… a never 
ending job! 

 

Crossing Gγ=7-ν
Z
 in 3000 turns



 The electrification of Zgoubi goes back to ~1992, so solving  

This required 2 additional Taylor series:
                                                                                                                                                                
    - Rigidity:

                                                                                                                                                                
    - Time:



Synchrotron radiation energy loss was introduced in the late 1990s for TESLA 
Test Facility design studies at Saclay (the EU version of the next linear collider)

There is more, 
regarding 

- SR in rings

- spin diffusion

See 
Zgoubi Users’ Guide



Calculation of SR Poynting:  a beam diagnostic tool 

Proton beam profile from SR, at LHC.
the only way to see the beam at injection, 

today

Fixing visible SR interference at the LEP miniwiggler

Electric field 
impulse at the  
observer ...

CERN–SL/97–59 BI
…  its 

interferencial 
power 

spectrum



And on top of all that:  the FFAG zoology, all simulated in Zgoubi
- just an excerpt, there is much more,  cf. FFAG workshops, and  
https://sourceforge.net/p/zgoubi/code/HEAD/tree/branches/exemples/

KEK and KUNST radial 
scaling FFAGs EMMA, Daresbury

10→20MeV e-beam

 btw … Sam, the 
author of pyZgoubi

RACCAM, spiral
magnet prototyping.
Medical 5-beam FFAG

eRHIC, 21 pass up + 21 pass down … 
full 6D bunch+spin tracking  in 1 go

The ‘pumplet cell’ 
isochronous muon ring, NuFact

CBETA, 
4 pass up + 4 pass down, in 1 go. 

Using OPERA field maps, exclusively



“Don’t be afraid of long-term tracking in rings – accuracy-wise”. Cf. RHIC:



Let’s move toward the conclusion...
All in all, Zgoubi ends up being as good at 
reproducing the “cyclotron equation”...



… as it is at tracking 
spin over 100s of 
thousands of turns in a 
big collider.

This is also what this
FFAG’23 school is 
about:

showing Zgoubi’s reach 
in the matter of 
accelerator and particle 
dynamics simulations



Information sources regarding developments / use / simulations 
over the years:

https://www.osti.gov/      

http://www.jacow.org/Main/Proceedings

Lookup “zgoubi” there

Zgoubi Users’ Guide:

An unescapable tool when tackling simulations

https://sourceforge.net/p/zgoubi/code/HEAD/tree/trunk/guide/Zgoubi.pdf

https://www.osti.gov/
http://www.jacow.org/Main/Proceedings


You’d like an interface?

https://github.com/PyZgoubi

Python interface

See with David Kelliher – he is in this workshop

https://ulb-metronu.github.io/zgoubidoo/

Python 3 interface

https://github.com/PyZgoubi


APPENDIX: Installing zgoubi

A – Download zgoubi package from sourceforge:

1/ on any browser:   lookup ‘sourceforge zgoubi’

2/ Once in sourceforge, zgoubi site, 

- on the bar to the right: click on ‘Code’.  That takes you here:

- there, click on ‘trunk’, 
that takes you here:

That’s the download you want!   Click on Download Snapshot.

Be patient, you’re downloading zgoubi package which includes  100s of MBs of examples, from LHC to light 
sources, to FFAGs and cyclotrons, that takes some time (the code itself is peanuts, ~1MB)
That will get you    zgoubi-code.zip                                                                                                                (%)

             



3/ Unzip zgoubi-code.zip
  
In order to ease communication and file exchanges during the class, you’re encouraged to unzip in a 
dedicated folder, with name 

                    ‘zgoubi’

You’ll then be facing that zgoubi-code folder content:

4/ Making zgoubi executable:

In that [path2]/zgoubi-code/  folder, just     ‘make’  
(this is a short for ‘make -f Makefile, it assumes Makefile is present here).  

This requires gfortran. If you have some other Fortran compiler then substitute in Makefile. 

You’re done.  zgoubi exec  is          [path2]/zgoubi-code/zgoubi/zgoubi
Its full address, when used from an arbitrary folder, is  [pathTo]/zgoubi-code/zgoubi/zgoubi                    

5/ Note one thing: many examples end up with some gnuplot graph.
This requires gnuplot installed – otherwise using zpop remains an option …              (%) 



B - Testing your install

That’s just a matter of trying an example:

Go in 
                     /zgoubi-code/exemples/FFAG/KEK150MeV/analyticalModel/matrix   

In there, execute

                       [pathTo]/zgoubi-code/zgoubi/zgoubi  -in   SFFAGCell_MATRIX.INC.dat

That will run the example, results of the execution are (always!) found in the listing zgoubi.res.

Try the following:
                                   diff  -u  zgoubi.res  SFFAGCell_MATRIX.INC.res_expected

If no major difference (may be just the date!), then your install is ok, you’re done, it works.

BTW: in passing, you may want to go through zgoubi.res, find the transport matrix at the bottom, and figure 
out (using Zgoubi Users’ Guide and its INDEX) what zgoubi did from top of file down to ‘END’
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